**BRACKET ADAPTORS**

**MBK16 - SBRACKET - CARTR6**

6Kg / 6lt
Fire Extinguisher Bracket Adaptor Special Type for Already Installed Wall Brackets (wall part is not included).

**MBK16 - SBRACKET - CARTR9**

9Kg & 12Kg / 9lt
Fire Extinguisher Bracket Adaptor Special Type for Already Installed wall Brackets. (wall part is not included)

**SECURITY ALARM**

**MBK02 - DOLPHIN**

Security Alarm - Bracket for Dry Powder, Foam, Water, AFFF - Wet Chemical and CO₂ Fire Extinguishers (requires a 9V battery). Activated when the Fire Extinguisher is removed from its Position and the Cable is Disconnected to the Alarm. Deactivated when the Fire Extinguisher and therefore, the Cable, is Placed Back in its Original Position. Battery is Not Included.

**MBK14 - ALARM**

Security Alarm for Dry Powder, Foam, Water, AFFF - Wet Chemical and CO₂ Fire Extinguishers (requires a 9V battery). Activated when the Fire Extinguisher is removed from its Position and the Cable is Disconnected to the Alarm. Deactivated when the Fire Extinguisher and therefore, the Cable, is Placed Back in its Original Position. Battery is Not Included.